Royal Bearing, Inc.

Royal Bearing Has Over 250,000 Line Items

Based in Portland, Oregon, Royal Bearing, Inc. is an independent worldwide distributor of factory new and unused surplus
bearings. Founded in 1994, Royal has grown to be one of the largest wholesale suppliers of bearings and power
transmission products for industrial and transportation applications in North America. Its massive inventory is located in
warehouses in Portland, Oregon and Livonia, Michigan, and consists of over 250,000 line items comprising bearing and
power transmission products. Products from the 1950’s to current production are carried including all leading brands and
many hard-to-find sizes no longer in production.
The inventory includes all types of bearings as well as belts, bushings, chains, couplings, seals, sheaves, and sprockets.
Royal’s customers are distributors of bearings and power transmission products to automotive, forest products, general
manufacturing, mining, shipping and steel mill manufacturing plants worldwide. The company sources its inventory directly
from manufacturers and through surplus acquisitions across all industrial sectors. Products are sold by resellers both
domestically and internationally.
Equipment works best when replacement bearings are the exact ones specified by the equipment manufacturer. Royal is
the fastest, friendliest source of factory new and surplus bearings along with power transmission products, at competitive
prices, offered through Royal resellers. Multiple warehouses are filled with current-production and out-of-production
bearings of every type and size. When a particular brand is needed, just include the brand and part number to Royal. It
will be shipped to the nearest Royal reseller or drop-shipped to the customer. Royal Bearing’s distributor network reaches
thousands of bearing sources. If the manufacturer cannot deliver and it is not in stock, Royal will search for it at no cost on
the secure distributor network to track it down.
Royal operates an Inventory Buy-Back Program. Where unused brand name bearings are held, Royal will buy them back
for cash. Royal buys unused brand name bearings, power transmission products, and related storeroom inventories
across all mining and industrial sectors. The computerized cross-referenced inventory and pricing system, plus over 300
years of combined bearing experience, ensures a fast, fair, knowledgeable assessment of inventory values. Prompt
attractive offers are made on any size. Packing and shipping are quickly arranged with no interruption to customer
operations.
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Royal's Distributor Network Helps Locate
Hard-to-Find Bearings

Factory New and Unused Surplus Bearings

Orders are Shipped Quickly and Efficiently

Factory New and Unused Surplus Bearings…Only Better

Better Price. Better Service.

Better Price. Better Service. Better Selection

